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Abstract
In the United States, there is a lack of young adults interested in studying Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM). One way to help spark interest in STEM is a
classroom aid that demonstrates how STEM can be fun and how it is used to push the limits
of modern technology. BikeBot was designed for just this purpose. BikeBot is a robotic
bicycle that utilizes an algorithm called Q-learning. Q-Learning is a type of reinforcement
machine learning program, a basic form of artificial intelligence, that will allow BikeBot to
balance without any explicit controls. The algorithm was tested and proven to work
through a computer simulation of BikeBot’s dynamics. Our results show that BikeBot
learned to balance upright while moving forward at a constant velocity in 50,000 iterations
or 16 minutes and 40 seconds of real time learning.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1: Background
For centuries, engineers have invented new products and developed solutions for
improving the quality of life, solving a problem, or purely for entertainment. Many subjects
have been deeply explored leaving little room for growth. Machine learning came about in
the 1950s; a relatively new field with an opening for advancement [8]. Our product,
“BikeBot,” was focused on a method of machine learning called reinforcement learning.
Reinforcement learning is a goal driven process that uses a system of best known options
along with random options as it searches for rewards to achieve a desired goal [8]. Figure
1 below shows the general logic path used in this method.

Figure 1 - General reinforcement learning cycle [2].
Similar to a 2010 Ghent University student in Belgium that created a crawling robot
using a self-teaching approach, we wanted to design a robotic bicycle, BikeBot, and
program it to teach itself how to balance and propel itself forward in the same fashion that
a human rides a bicycle [4]. This is a concept that has yet to be physically done, though it
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has been computer simulated by many over the last 20 years. Our goal was to be the first
group to use a specific type of reinforcement learning, Q-learning, to reach this goal.

1.2: Initial Thoughts
Not only did our group want to be the first to write a working Q-Learning algorithm
for a physical model, we wanted to use our concept and product as outreach to students
and teachers in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) field as well
as introduce others to STEM. The project’s success would be measured in overall
advancements in Q-learning and bicycle robotics, a better understanding of bicycle
dynamics, and inspiring just one person to become involved in the STEM field. We
concluded that this would require a combination of a versatile bicycle system, intensive
computer coding, and a clever method of tying it all together to reach our goal.

1.3: The Problem
During early brainstorming sessions for BikeBot, the team identified two problems
to address: first, the limited amount of research and applications in reinforcement learning
and second, a lack of students interested in STEM majors. Soon after identifying these
problems, we created our mission statement: “To further the application of reinforcement
learning to a robotic bicycle and to inspire continuous education in the process.”
Our mindset then shifted from addressing the problem to seeking a path to the
solution. Challenges presented by reinforcement learning include analyzing the difficult
dynamics of our bicycle system and writing a modular algorithm for both simulating the
bicycle on a computer and ultimately using it to make BikeBot learn to balance while
moving forward. Challenges for inspiring students into pursuing STEM fields using BikeBot
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consist of making our product affordable and modern while being able to easily alter the
level of difficulty to be appropriate for each classroom setting.

1.4: Professionality
As engineers, we must abide by the Code of Ethics put forth by the National Society
of Professional Engineers in order to "exhibit the highest standards of honesty and
integrity" [7]. BikeBot was designed to be safe with all sharp corners removed from the
frame and low power sources used, which aligns with Canon 1. We asked the appropriate
professors and technicians for help in manufacturing parts where we were not trained on
the machines and grasping concepts of bicycle dynamics or coding that we did not fully
understand. By doing so, we fulfilled the duties of Canon 2 to "perform services only in
areas of competence." Canon 5, "avoiding deceptive acts," was accomplished by designing a
sound, rugged bicycle and testing all of our code to debug as many issues as possible before
our product reaches the customer. The underlying motivation for all of these acts can be
summarized in the 6th Canon which says, "[Engineers shall] conduct themselves honorably,
responsibly, ethically, and lawfully so as to enhance the honor, reputation, and usefulness
of the profession."

1.5: Individual Contributions
Nathan Bogdonas's key role as lead programmer was to direct and monitor the code
written for BikeBot. He knew the most about Q-learning logic and the Raspberry Pi 3B
microcontroller than any other team member. Nathan also figured out how to interface the
field devices to the controller. Additionally, he did cost and market analysis as one of his
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strengths is business understanding. Nathan also actively participated in the
manufacturing of our bicycle's frame.
Kristen Brennan's role as lead analyst required her to use her problem-solving skills
to derive the equations of motion of the bicycle and work on the BikeBot simulation code.
During manufacturing, she took charge of quality control to ensure the physical model
would match as close as possible to the computer drafted model to ensure consistency with
the theoretical bicycle dynamics. She lead the team in analyzing of the results of the
simulation. She was also active in the building of our frame and soldering wires in our
electrical configuration. She also aided April with designing of parts for the computer
drafted model.
Jeremy Dixon was the lead manufacturer as he had experience in welding and
metalworking. He helped design the bicycle frame and provided insight on how to design
the bike while keeping in mind the difficulty of making it with available parts. As the
manufacturing slowed, Jeremy helped with the logic and programming portion with
Nathan. Additionally, he gathered information on the STEM market for the market analysis.
April Kutz was lead designer of BikeBot. She was in charge of keeping the 3
dimensional computer drafted model up to date. Her position also involved choosing
materials and components based on availability off the shelf while considering time and
resources needed to manufacture parts. April made adjustments to the BikeBot computer
model as needed and ordered parts that were not available off the shelf. When the design
and fine-tuning of the design slowed, she helped the team with the programming. Details of
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the design are discussed later in Chapter 2.1.1: Physical Model. Lastly, she kept the meeting
log up to date throughout the summer and fall semester.
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Chapter 2: Design Specifications and Concept Generation
2.1: Design Specifications
Due to its multidisciplinary nature of mechanical and electrical sections, BikeBot
was designed knowing we would eventually have to link the two separate parts. This
created an interesting design challenge where we had to tend to the requirements of both
the model and algorithm separately while keeping the integration factor in mind. The
following sections discuss our method of doing so.

2.1.1: Physical Model
BikeBot is aimed to spark interest in students as well as be a classroom aid for
students who are already pursuing STEM majors such as Mechanical Engineering, Electrical
Engineering, or Computer Science. Such varying student capabilities require BikeBot to be
adaptable. In this way challenges, other than balancing, like reaching a destination,
following a path, controlling the drive motor through the microcontroller, or having both
front and rear wheels steerable, are possible in the future. This feature is favorable for
teachers as they will not have to purchase multiple products.
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Figure 2- BikeBot: The bot that learns
Figure 2 shows the design of BikeBot is not a traditional bicycle. It is much wider
and contains shelves to allow a place to mount the drive motor, the two 9 Volt batteries
that power it, the mounting nut for the center of mass assembly, the inertial measurement
unit (IMU), etc. A detailed list and image locating each of these items is located in Appendix
A.2. It is also much smaller than a traditional bicycle, which makes it an ideal size for use in
the classroom or a gymnasium. Additionally, It is more cost effective to use smaller
components, such as those on BikeBot, rather than using larger components to retrofit a
full scale bicycle into a robot.
Designing and building began in May of 2016 during summer break. Our team made
a goal to complete the design and build of BikeBot before the return to classes in August
2016. Materials chosen for BikeBot were based on our available manufacturing tools at
Jeremy's home garage, namely a metal inert gas (MIG) welder, drill press, and various
pneumatic metalworking hand tools as well as the capability of the NIU College of
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Engineering and Engineering Technology (CEET) machine shop. Steel brake tube was used
for the frame of BikeBot because it is readily available at local car repair stores, lightweight,
durable, weldable, and low cost. Steel sheet metal was used as plates on the front and rear
wheel assemblies and the "floor" of our bot for the same reasons as brake tube. Acrylic was
used for the shelves holding the microcontroller, servo motor, and drive motor switch. This
was chosen as it is lightweight, easy to laser cut at the machine shop using SolidWorks
drawings, and holds a tight tolerance necessary for accurate hole size and location. Laser
cutting is also a quick process requiring barely any human manual work and is very
repeatable.
The majority of our mechanical components like steel, bolts, and nuts were
purchased from local hardware stores as we had a restrictive time restraint. Other
components like our switches, motors, and microcontroller were ordered when classes
resumed.
Challenges in designing the physical system were exhibited in our steering
assembly, rear drive assembly, location of center of mass, and overall organization of
components within the frame. The bicycle used prefabricated Razor scooter wheels that
only had bearings for free rotation about the axle. Using existing aesthetic holes on the
wheel, we created a hub-to-sprocket disc so that the drive motor would move the chain,
transferring energy from the chain to the sprocket and thus driving the rear wheel. The
motor chosen allows for constant unidirectional velocity of the bicycle in either forward or
backward motion in a range of voltages from 9 to 18.
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BikeBot’s forks constrain our steer angle ±15° from the center, modeling the range a
cyclist would normally steer the handlebars. This is important to our design so that as
BikeBot learns how to balance, erroneous and less likely riding situations will be avoided. If
the user would like to increase the steer angle, BikeBot’s triple tree and fork assembly are
designed to be rotated 180° to increase the angle to be ±105°. We chose a 12 gram servo
motor to steer the triple tree assembly and connected the two components with a metal
linkage. This motor serves as our only output of the Q-learning algorithm, which will be
discussed in Chapter 2.1.2: Code Specifications.

2.1.2: Code Specifications
2.1.2.a: Q-Learning
Q-learning is a type of machine learning that teaches a machine an ideal set of
actions to complete a task. This is accomplished through a complex algorithm that assigns
rewards to ideal actions and takes away rewards when performing non ideal actions.
Through many attempts, the machine can often learn the ideal actions as long as the system
is controllable. Q-learning differs from the general category of reinforcement learning
because it is an off-policy learning method. This means that it uses one set of "greedy"
actions to find the optimal path to the goal and another set that explores other locations
along a path to continuously find the best route [8]. This process of choosing how often a
system chooses “greedy” actions versus random actions is typically defined in an
“EpsilonGreedy” function. This function is used to create perfect balance of random actions
and greedy actions. If the system takes too many random actions, the system will never be
able to learn. However, if the system takes mostly greedy actions, it may find a suitable set
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of actions that provides a reward. It is possible it may never find the best set of actions.
This is why a function is needed to create a balance between exploration and exploitation.
The Q-learning algorithm for BikeBot consists of well over a hundred different
functions that interact with the following five key functions: RKn, CalcReward, BinIdx,
findTransistions, and stepQ. These functions do the heavy lifting of the Q-learning
algorithm and are discussed individually below.
2.1.2.b: RKn
The RKn function was specifically created, in order to run a computer simulation of
BikeBot. This function uses the powerful Runge-Kutta 4th order differential equation
solver. The solver iterates differential equations using approximations. The Runge-Kutta
solver is widely used because of its incredible accuracy. In our system, we did hundreds of
thousands of iterations and needed the solutions to be accurate, making the Runge-Kutta
method an obvious choice. The function takes in values of the initial conditions and uses
BikeBot’s equations of motion to step through and approximate the next location of
BikeBot. This function is essential when running a computer simulation, but would not be a
function on the final design. The final design would grab useful data from inputs such as the
IMU and servo motor to find out information about the system rather than calculating
information.
2.1.2.c: CalcReward
CalcReward was another key function that assigns rewards to different outcomes. In
order for BikeBot to learn, a set of rewards needed to be set up so that it could learn what
the best and worst outcomes were. These rewards are values that can be either positive or
negative. The positive values are considered to be rewards and indicate that an action
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produces a desirable outcome. Negative values are interpreted to be punishments that
indicate an action is undesirable and should not be repeated often. The function for BikeBot
was quite simple and rewarded the bike 10 points for being upright. BikeBot could also
receive -10 points if a training wheel was touched. 5 points would also be awarded anytime
the bike was not on a training wheel. By keeping the rewards simple, the system can learn
to ride even if the system changes. One example of this would be teaching BikeBot to ride
driving forward and the same rewards could be applied if the system was to drive in
reverse. The actions it chooses would change between the systems, but the reward function
would remain the same, creating versatility since it is able to control more than one specific
system.
2.1.2.d: BinIdx
BinIdx is a function that helps speed up how long it takes the system to learn. In the
system there is an infinite number of lean angles and the system will never be able to figure
out what to do at every single angle. Discretization is needed in order to make the number
of possible angles more reasonable. In the system 11 sets of angle ranges were used and
these ranges were called bins. In each of the bins there were five steering options it could
choose: hard left, left, straight, right, and hard right. Over time BikeBot would determine
what bin it was in and then choose the best corresponding action to give a desirable result.
2.1.2.e: findTransitions
The findTransistions function performs many important tasks required for a
successful Q-learning algorithm. The function is sent what action the BikeBot chose and
that action corresponds to a value. That value then adjusts the steer angle which then
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updates the other parameters using the RKn function, and moves BikeBot to the next
location.
2.1.2.f: stepQ
The stepQ function does a majority of the learning. It uses most of the previously
mentioned functions to achieve learning. The function begins by finding what bin BikeBot
is in and then it chooses whether or not the action should be greedy or random based on
the EpsilonGreedy function. After an action is chosen, it assigns a Q value which can be
thought of as a running average of the rewards for that action. Over time each action will
have a pretty well defined Q value that changes very minimally every iteration. In the
BikeBot code, each bin contains five Q values and the action with the largest Q value is
chosen every time a greedy action is selected. This action is sent to findTransitions and
there it updates and moves BikeBot to the next location based on that action.
Figure 3 is an over simplified flowchart of our Q-learning algorithm logic. Inputs for
the program are the switches that double as training wheels and the accelerometer and
gyroscope located within the IMU. After the program reads the inputs, in this example, the
state being read is the lean angle. It then steps to the appropriate ranged bin that the lean
angle read belongs in. If an angle between +20° and +30° is read, the next logic step has
three options to choose.
Each of these options has a reward associated with it that we chose. The rewards
(Q-values) are color coded and numbered. Green with the largest number is the best Qvalue and red with the lowest number is the worst. Whichever option the algorithm
chooses (using either the greedy or the explore policy), the computer stores the reward/Q-
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value for that given lean angle and direction option that it chose. Finally, a voltage is sent to
the servo motor/handlebars depending on the option that it chose and performs the output
action of turning left, staying in the steer direction it is at or turning right.
The loop will then repeat, reading the next lean angle, etc. Over time, the bicycle will
learn to chain rewards together. For example, if at a lean angle of 25°, the bike chose to turn
left, bicycle dynamics tell us the lean angle would continue to get worse and it would fall to
60° and get a very low Q-value. So the next time the lean angle was measured at 25°, the
bike would choose to either go straight or right in order to get a better score.

Figure 3- Q-learning flow chart

2.2: Concept Generation
2.2.1: Integrating Model and Code
A computer simulation of a bicycle was created to show that the Q-learning
algorithm is converging in such a way to show it has successfully learned. Before the
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writing of the simulation-code took place, the dynamics of a bicycle were analyzed. This
analysis yielded the equations of motion needed to simulate BikeBot accurately shown in
Appendix B.1. Additionally, to simulate BikeBot’s training wheels, a moment in the form of
a very stiff spring coupled with a damper were used. Next, choosing a method of how to
move through time was researched. For this we chose the fourth order Runge-Kutta
method. The benefit to this method over other methods, such as Euler’s, is its accuracy.
Once written into an algorithm the simulation was complete. This then allowed us to test
our Q-learning algorithm virtually without having to use our physical model. This is
necessary as it is an immense time saver. Running one hour of virtual simulation could take
two weeks of physical simulation. A computer simulation also does not require supervision
like BikeBot would require as it will inevitably fall or run into a wall and can take an
unknown amount of area to initially learn.
To understand if the simulation is converging, a plotting function is invoked that
collects the changing data and plots the change in the lean angle against the rate of change
in the lean angle after every control action is selected. In this way, each point is a location in
space that shows if the system is balancing or not. These plots and convergence analyses
will be discussed in Chapter 6's results section.
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Chapter 3: Challenges and Solutions
3.1: Challenges Encountered
Aside from the challenges faced in the physical model and code designs, some
challenging aspects of creating BikeBot’s prototype included making an affordable and
valuable product, utilizing modern technology, and making the product useful in a
classroom setting. In the process of programming the Q-Learning algorithm, challenges
included understanding bicycle dynamics and creating the algorithm in such a way that it
could be used on both a computer simulation and a physical model. Ultimately, we
attempted to be the first to apply Q-Learning to a physical bicycle model.

3.2: Solutions
The team was able to make an affordable and valuable product by choosing less
expensive parts for the prototype such as brake tube, sheet metal, and acrylic which were
all readily available to us. Additional cost savings were paired with the use of pieces of
modern technology, the Raspberry Pi microcontroller and Adafruit IMU, that can be
updated periodically rather than completely replaced. We were unable to personally
implement BikeBot into a classroom setting, but the future product would become useful
there as it is largely hands on and its tasks can be approached both individually and as a
group work.
We were able to overcome the challenge of understanding bicycle dynamics by
performing tests with the physical model and also by riding our own bikes to see what
control operations are used to maintain balanced riding or to fall over. Tests were
consistent with the equations of motion that we derived for the behavior of bicycle riding.
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In order for the Q-Learning algorithm to work on both a computer simulation and the
physical model, it had to be written modularly. A modular code was achieved by using the
coding language Python. Python is used on BikeBot's processor, the Raspberry Pi, and also
can be programmed on a personal computer. Though BikeBot was able to learn through the
computer simulation, we were not able to adjust our algorithm to operate on the physical
bicycle.
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Chapter 4: Cost and Market Analysis
4.1: Market Analysis
Currently, 16% of American high school seniors are proficient in math and are
interested in STEM [9]. There is an obvious need to inspire more young adults to study
these fields, but it cannot be handled by one individual or company. Companies like
ThinkFun and LEGO are doing their part by helping to increase student interest in STEM
fields through their products.
ThinkFun sells brainteasers, logic-based, and math-based board games tailored for
all ages. LEGO's Mindstorm kit pairs its famed blocks with additional hardware and
software. These kits are intended for adolescents to design and build a physical system and
write a program to complete custom challenges.
While these products introduce students to STEM ideas, they fail to update and use
new technology. This may seem like a minor issue, but it does play a role in student
learning since technology is constantly evolving. BikeBot's Raspberry Pi microcontroller
comes with installable updates, limiting the amount of times a customer would need to
purchase the product to comply with updates.
The target market for BikeBot unlike LEGO and ThinkFun is on college students.
There are 1,100 engineering programs at universities across the United States [1]. BikeBot
can be used in these colleges to fulfill Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology
(ABET) requirements. Requirements include the demonstrating the ability to apply science
and engineering, conduct and design experiments, and use engineering skills, techniques,
and tools. We anticipate 25% to purchase on average 8 units apiece, totaling 2200 units.
23

4.2: Cost Analysis
Our prototype's cost totaled $221.00 but we presume a cost reduction would occur
with design alterations and manufacturing in bulk. Table 1 below shows the breakdown of
the components used in BikeBot. Raw materials were estimated to be 15% of the total cost.
In the future, an optimized design and manufacturing process would decrease the cost of
raw material.
Table 1-BikeBot prototype cost

Estimated Cost
Raw Materials
Sheet Metal
$12.00
Brake Tube
$21.00
Hardware
Ball Bearings
$19.00
Miscellaneous
$11.00
Wires
$6.00
Parts
Raspberry Pi
$36.00
Motors
$42.00
IMU
$43.00
Chain and Sprockets $23.00
Wheels
$8.00
Total $221.00
The hardware accounted for about 16% of the total cost. Purchasing these nuts,
bolts, and wires in bulk will lower our total cost as well. The remaining 69% of the total
cost represents significant parts of our drive and controller systems. Expenses are a bit
more difficult to cut in this section as each part is required for BikedBot to function
properly. With the expected market of 2200 units sold at a price of $350, we would yield a
total of $770,000 in gross revenue per year.
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Chapter 5: Environmental Impact Analysis
The environment should be considered when beginning a new project.
Understanding the environmental impact can affect how receptive customers and investors
are to the idea. The following materials and processes would be considered for
manufacturing BikeBot after the prototype phase.

5.1: Materials
The BikeBot prototype is made primarily of steel, a metal that can be recycled across
the country. Recycling steel is beneficial to both the environment and the party doing the
recycling. The metal is recycled into a new product, leaving little waste and the recycling
companies often compensate those who bring metal to them. We anticipate the finalized
product to continue to use steel for its rugged nature, but the design to be streamlined to
use less material.
Acrylic is also used in the prototype. It is not as easily recycled as steel, so we would
change the design to limit the use of acrylic and its waste. Through a special process it can
be recycled into fluorescent lamps, baby incubators, and windows [6].
Both the prototype and the final product use electrical components that can be
recycled through registered Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) collections [3].
Recycling a circuit board can recover copper and gold. Most electronics are prohibited from
being tossed in the landfill, aiding in our effort to make our product out of recyclable or
decomposable materials.
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5.2: Process
Environmentally friendly manufacturing considerations related to BikeBot include
reducing waste in metal and acrylic fabrication. This can be achieved by carefully designing
the separate parts to be made in bulk with tight tolerances and consistent manufacturing
techniques. Steel parts can be purchased pre-cut and bent with only welding needed at our
future manufacturing facility to decrease the likelihood of inconsistent pieces.
The acrylic can be laser cut to tight tolerances using computer drafting software.
This allows intricate shapes to be designed with the least amount of material necessary. It
is also a very repeatable process to limit discrepancies between parts.
In the future, to minimize the number of customers throwing away their BikeBot,
we would like to implement a service program to recover unwanted products. This will
further ensure proper recycling or possible refurbishing and reselling of BikeBot.
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Chapter 6: Discussion and Conclusion
6.1: Data Collection
Collecting and interpreting data began with running the Q-Learning algorithm on
the simulation. The output of each run consisted of a live 2D plot of the system’s state
space: the lean angle versus its rate of change. These two parameters told us if our goal of
balanced riding was being learned by the system. Balanced riding means that there are only
small changes in the lean angle and its rate of change over time.
Several different plots were created by changing certain parameters in how the
system goes about learning. These include the number of iterations (1 iteration = 20
milliseconds of real time learning), the type of reward system, and the deciding factors for
action taking. The value of epsilon, which determines how often a random action is chosen,
was changed throughout the learning process for various fractions of the total amount of
learning time. When the system did not choose a random action, it chose policy which
bases the decision off of rewards earned previously when revisiting a certain state.

6.2: Analysis and Results
To some extent, the results of the simulation were expected by the team. As epsilon
increased, the plot appeared “messier”—it was more difficult to see if any convergence to
balanced riding was occurring because the system did not make as many decisions based
on what was previously learned in a certain state. We thought that more iterations would
improve the final states at the end of the learning process but that was not always the case.
In fact, there was a certain threshold of iterations at which the system could only collect so
much information and act accordingly. At that threshold, the system collects enough data
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through the random decision making process that it is ready to make decisions by policy.
Our findings through different learning processes are described along with the following
plots.

Figure 4- Lean Angle vs. its Rate of Change

In Figure 4 above, epsilon was set to 1 (100% random choices) over 10,000
iterations, or 3 minutes and 20 seconds in real time. Although this particular process
showed no convergence to balanced riding, it was critical to all future learning processes
conducted because it is a process of exploration. Through random decision making, the
system was able to visit much of the state space and collect different rewards at each state
as it is bound to make both good and poor decisions that yield high and low rewards. These
rewards were stored in the system’s memory.
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Figure 5- Lean Angle vs. its Rate of Change

In Figure 5, the last 10,000 iterations (3 minutes and 20 seconds) of a 50,000
iteration learning process were plotted. In real time, that’s 16 minutes and 40 seconds of
total learning time. Something to note in this plot as well as the following are the state
space regions that are marked in red. The two that are circled mean that the system is
hitting or near a training wheel. The X in the center indicates the goal to achieve balanced
riding. The system followed a ramp rewards system in which positive rewards were given
for raising towards the vertical position and negative rewards were given for falling. The
first 40,000 iterations were spent in exploration choosing random actions 40% of the time.
During the last 10,000 iterations that are plotted, the system only chose random actions 1
in 20 times. The cluster of state points around the center mark shows that the system’s lean
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angle and its rate of change deviated from zero very little at the end of the learning process,
which means that this learning process was a success.

Figure 6- Lean Angle vs. its Rate of Change

Similar to Figure 5, Figure 6 shows the last 10,000 iterations of a 50,000 iteration
process; epsilon remained the same at 40% through the first 40,000 iterations and then
switched to 5% for the remaining 10,000. The only change in this learning process was
with the reward system. A “top and bottom” reward system was used, in which a high
reward is earned for being at the top (vertically upward) and a low reward is given at the
bottom (hitting training wheels). There is no reward in between the top and bottom
regions of lean angle. It’s clear to see that this reward system did not yield convergence
nearly as well as the ramp reward system, as there are a mass of state points near the left
training wheel and the center is relatively bare. This figure also shows that the system
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switched sides from the left training wheel to the right, and also went back and forth
between the left training wheel and the upward position quite often. So, the system had a
difficult time staying vertically upwards. This is because it rarely received rewards—the
range of lean angle values at the top at which it could receive a reward was small and it did
not visit that range often in the exploration process, but it did make an attempt to arrive at
the vertical position. This learning process taught us the effect of the type of reward system
and that the ramp reward system worked best for our system.

Figure 7 - Lean Angle vs. its Rate of Change

Figure 7 is similar to Figure 5 in that they show a learning process that used the
same ramp reward system. With Figure 7, the learning process was completed in 200,000
iterations, which equates to a little over an hour of real time learning. The system chooses
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random actions 40% of the time during the first 180,000 iterations, and chooses policy 5%
of the time during the last 20,000 iterations. Although twice as many state points were
plotted versus Figure 5, there was not much change in the system’s end behavior. The
system still learned as successfully but this learning process tells us that more learning
time doesn’t necessarily mean better results of more balanced riding.

Figure 8- Lean Angle vs. its Rate of Change

The learning process in Figure 8 was done in 100,000 iterations—about a half hour
of learning. Figure 8 shows the last 1000. A ramp reward system was used and there was a
unique distribution of epsilon values throughout the process. For the first 25,000
iterations, the system chose 40% random actions. In the following 25,000 iterations, the
system chose 20% random actions. Then in the next 20,000 iterations, the system chose
10% random actions. Finally, in the last 30,000 iterations, the system chose only policy
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actions. The system has very successfully achieved balanced riding, indicated by the small
cluster of state points near the center.
Ultimately, changing parameters through our various tests proved to be useful in
determining the best learning process for BikeBot. The best learning process consists of
about 15-30 minutes of real time learning, a ramp reward system, and a carefully chosen
sequence of epsilon values.

6.3: Knowledge and Experience Acquired
From the start to the finish of BikeBot, each team member was involved in each
element of the project. These pieces ranged from mechanical design to computer
programming to budgeting. As mechanical engineers with an emphasis in mechatronics
and robotics, we expected to extend our proficiency in mechanical design, material
fabrication, electrical component integration, and microcontroller coding throughout our
project. However, we learned the importance of having the skills of time planning, financial
budgeting, troubleshooting, team work, and working under our advisors to complete a
project.

6.4: Conclusion
With a computer simulation and Q-learning algorithm that converges in roughly 17
minutes of real time learning and a bicycle system built and ready for code to be integrated,
BikeBot reveals a new way to share STEM with young adults. BikeBot proves to be an
affordable piece of modern technology for the classroom that can carry out multiple
experiments through its modular algorithm. Though we were unable to be the first group
to use Q-learning for a physical bicycle system to learn balanced riding, we know our
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computer simulation code and physical bicycle have potential to complete this task in the
near future. BikeBot has helped our team teach our peers about the possibilities of Qlearning by being "the bot the learns" and we hope this will extend to young adults and
adolescents to inspire them to become interested in STEM.
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Appendix
A. Figures/Graphs/Tables
1) Bill of Materials
Table 2-All components used in BikeBot
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2) Annotated Image

Figure 9 - Detailed locations of key components

Table 3 - Key components and their locations
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B. Equations
1) Equations of Motion
Neglect: gyroscopic effects, trail (caster) effect, distributed mass,
and wheel contact kinematics
Assume: rear hub turning at a constant speed v, wheels do not
slip laterally
Note: h will change with the brass mass vertically up at G
Treating BikeBot as an inverted pendulum:
FBD:

MAD:

(counterclockwise positive)

(1)
Need expression for an:

⟶

(2)
Combine equations (1) and (2):
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C. Code
1) Run File

Figure 10 - Q-Learning run file
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